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Friend In Need India Facebook Posts 2014 

Thu Jan 9:  

Flashback 1 

KAMESHWARAM FLASHBACK: 2005 

The first two Friend in Need interns to live in Kameshwaram were Antonin Benyacar and 

Annabelle Didier. They were two brilliant students from the Grenoble School of Business in 

France (equivalent to IIM’s in India) who spent a year in Kameshwaram. They were my ears and 

eyes in the village and I learnt a lot from them. I don’t know why - but to date I have had no 

volunteers from India from good universities, who have participated in our project of economic 

development in a consistent manner. I hope that with Facebook pages like this – our readers can 

signal to students in India (of economics or other social sciences) who are passionate about 

economic development - that working with us will provide them an opportunity to discover how 

to apply their knowledge for the cause of development. This is research-action and so academic 

competence is a necessary condition for participation (sorry to sound elitist – but it’s better to be 

up-front on this issue!). Antonin and Annabelle told me several times that - that year in 

Kameshwaram was life-changing. Both decided to work towards socio-economic development 

outside of the corporate sector (after finishing their MBA!). Anto is now an organic farmer in the 

Rhone-Alps region and Annabelle works in the education sector in the Parisian region. 

(Write to us if you are doing or have finished a Master’s level in economics or any other subject) 

 

Tue Jan 14: Pongal 

 

Happy Pongal! Let the harvest overflow! May your efforts in whatever you are doing bear fruit! 

When a country strongly depends on agriculture – then it’s likely that good harvests have to be 

prayed for and thanked for. That’s what Pongal is all about and it is celebrated with great gusto, 
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especially in all rural areas. While in urban India, with the embrace of market capitalism and 

Western norms,  events like Valentine’s day, Halloween, Mother’s day, Father’s day etc. which 

only a few had heard of 50 years back, are being celebrated with equal fervour... Pongal still 

reigns supreme in rural India. It’s basically a fun festival when lots of good things are made for 

eating; there’s drinking, cow and nature celebrations; and bull fights... but in India – the bull isn’t 

slaughtered....groups of young men try to catch the bull and get it to kneel. It can’t be fun for the 

bull but at least it gets to live....though many of the guys may get tossed in the process...

 

 

Sun Jan 26: Republic day 

 

The FIN team wishes you a Happy Republic Day of India! 

Did you know that India and Mauritius are the only two countries which are truly secular in 

terms of celebrations? While in Western countries only Christian festivals are national holidays 

and in Islamic countries, of course only Muslim festival are national holidays – in India and only 

in India, are the major festivals of Hindus, Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, Jains, Buddhists – 

national holidays! 
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Wed Jan 29: Sat aft fever 

WHAT’S UP @ KAMESHWARAM? 

Saturday afternoon fever: The masons on Skype with Shyama madam in Paris, explaining why 

they were all absent on Thursday.  

“Madam, it was my cousin’s daughter engagement; the other mason is a cousin brother of the 

mother, and the third helper is a neighbor – how can you expect us to come? We had to help the 

whole day. Yes, more than having fun – NO – please understand – it was our DUTY Madam. 

And, yes, Madam, for marriage, we will take off 3 days. Only DUTY Madam.” 
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Not about Kameshwaram 

Fri Jan 3: Madhu 

SIDC2013 (Sanitation Innovation Design Contest http://www.ideaken.com/sidc2013) 

UPDATES: Discover the members of our organising committee – Meet Madhu! 

http://www.ideaken.com/ 

 

Hello - My name is Madhu Mani and I am a software professional interested in human creativity 

and innovation. I am a Director at ideaken – a startup which helps companies with their 

innovation initiatives.  

 

You may be wondering what the link between innovation and software is! Frankly, our mind 

works in strange ways. The more varied and diverse our experience, the more innovative and 

creative we are. We are living in challenging times today. We have many global social issues – 

right from poverty, sanitation to education for all. These social challenges can be solved only if 

the best minds work together. It is in this context that I appreciate the approach taken by the 

FINISH team as regards the Sanitation Innovation Design Contest 2013. I had the privilege of 

working with the FINISH team during the first sanitation contest and it was indeed a humbling 

experience to understand the sanitation issues of rural India and the wonderful work done by the 

team in spite of the various challenges. 

 

Let us all work together to make this initiative a huge success. This is a great opportunity not just 

because of the prize money involved but also since it is a chance to make a real difference to 

lives in rural India. Now, what is more satisfying than that? Good Luck. I am sure our global 

pool of innovators will rise to this challenge. 

 

 

Mon Jan 6:  

☺ FRIENDS OF FIN INDIA 

 

http://www.ideaken.com/sidc2013
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JOANNA OMAN 

It’s amazing how we work in organisations sort of knowing colleagues and then suddenly 

something happens and you discover the side of people you cross on the corridor that you never 

imagined! Joanna is one of those who is completely dedicated to her work and loves it! As 

Marketing and Admissions Manager, she is part of the team that has taken the Business School 

to great heights -Brunel Business School was voted Business School of the year in the UK by the 

Times Higher Education Awards Committee. I knew her but still hadn’t known her till we got to 

talking somehow and hit it off so superbly that digital marketing things began to happen... this 

Facebook page was her idea by the way!  

What’s she giving to FIN? She’s volunteering to apply her expertise acquired on digital 

communications and across diverse communities for the good of enhancing the outcomes of the 

FIN projects. 

What’s she getting out of this volunteering work? - “I love working for a great cause with 

passionate people, and the founder of FIN is just that: a truly passionate person who is interested 

in really giving all of her talents to help change the world. It’s a great inspiration to be around 

someone like this and learn from them – which is what I get out of this.” 

Thanks for everything Joanna! 

 

 

 

Tue Jan 7: Thinking Cap 1 

SIDC2013: Time to put on your thinking cap! 

 

FINISH is launching an “innovation contest” to create cost effective replicable sanitation 

systems for rural India, with rewards up to Rs. 700,000 up for grabs. The Sanitation Innovation 

Design Contest of 2013 (or SIDC2013) will incorporate the best innovations generated by the 

contest in thousands of toilets being installed in rural India under its programme. ‘Technology’ is 

only one part of the solution – the other core component is business viability. So put on your 

designing cap and find out more at http://www.ideaken.com/sidc2013. 

Watch this space for regular updates. 

We look forward to your receiving your ideas! 

Last date for submission is 18
th

 Feb. 

http://www.ideaken.com/sidc2013
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Best of luck! 

 

 

 

Sun Jan 12: Kim 

SIDC Updates: Hello from the Judges! 

KIM VISSER 

Kim Visser works as a business adviser at WASTE, Netherlands and has a technical background 

in innovative product design, healthcare and water purification. She holds a Bachelor of 

Engineering degree with specialization in Industrial Product Design. 

What kind of business points should participants keep in mind? 

 

Well, when designing a product it is important to look at all stakeholders: 

1. Who is going to make the product?  

2. Who is going to sell the product?  

3. Who is going to buy this product? 

4. Who is going to use this product?  

5. Who is going to maintain the product?  

6. Who is going to dispose the product?  

As a designer it is your job to design a product that makes everybody happy. A common mistake 

is that you design something for one of the people involved, but the trick is to design something 

for all stakeholders and offer them all benefits by making the right choices for your product. 

Simple things can do the trick. For example, make sure that you keep an empty spot for the 

producer's logo. Talk to the company that would sell the product and make sure it fits with their 

current 'look-and-feel'. Make the product suitable for easy maintenance. Is it maybe even 

possible to recycle parts of the product? 

What are common mistakes?  

Make sure your product can be manufactured. Just think a little bit about how the parts should be 

connected and what kind of materials they are made of and how they are made and assembled 

together. If you had to make it, would it be impossible without special tools? Then it is most 

likely only worth the money for the tools, if you make a lot of them. 
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Good Luck! 

 

Fri Jan 17:  

Felix 

☺ FRIENDS OF FIN INDIA: Felix Raj 

 

Felix is an architect, co-founder director of Adrem2 based in Chennai, India. Felix was a judge 

of our ‘Toilet Beauty Contest’ in 2009 (by the way we were the first ones to start this in 2008!). 

Deeply spiritual, Felix takes care of his company (and his family), mentors the young at his 

church and also helps out with pro-poor projects like ours. So in Friend in Need, his challenge is 

to make our masons learn to build at least 2 standard models of toilets following a protocol. And 

I (Shyama) am trying to teach them how to auto-monitor their construction through 

documentation. We want to develop empowered masons who build with awareness and a sense 

of responsibility. This is an enormous challenge in India (and probably other developing 

countries) because the class of skilled and semi-skilled workers just execute orders from a 

foreman who stands with them the whole day watching them work – we want to change this 

pattern.  

 

Sat Jan 18: Thinking CAT 2 

SIDC2013: Time to put on your thinking cat! Oops cap. 

 

FINISH is launching an “innovation contest” to create cost effective replicable sanitation 

systems for rural India, with rewards up to Rs. 700,000 up for grabs. The Sanitation Innovation 

Design Contest of 2013 (or SIDC2013) will incorporate the best innovations generated by the 

contest in thousands of toilets being installed in rural India under its programme. ‘Technology’ is 

only one part of the solution – the other core component is business viability. So put on your 

designing cap and find out more at http://www.ideaken.com/sidc2013. 

Watch this space for regular updates. 

http://www.ideaken.com/sidc2013
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We look forward to your receiving your ideas! 

Last date for submission is 18
th

 Feb. 

Best of luck! 

 

 

Mon Jan 20:  

Quote Kennedy 

SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP FOR YOU! 

 

______________________________________________________________________________

_______ 

Thu Jan 23:  

SIDC Updates:  

So how are you doing with your submissions for the SIDC2013 - Sanitation Innovation Design 

Contest?  

Do you know any architects / civil engineers / sanitation experts? Do they know about 

SIDC2013? 

Check out the contest at http://www.ideaken.com/sidc2013 

We look forward to your submissions! 
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FIN India – Febuary Facebook Posts  

About Kameshwaram  

Tue Feb 18: World day of Social Justice 

 

  

My name is Isaivani. I live in Kameshwaram and I am working in Friend in Need. When I 

became widowed, everyone avoided me, my neighbours, my cousins, my aunts and 

uncles....everyone was uncomfortable thinking I might ask them for help as I had a baby to 

support. Then I heard from a man that Shyama Madam was desperately looking for people to 

collect garbage in the village....no man was willing to do it in the village as it was looked down 

upon. So I went and met her ...she asked me whether I was literate...I told her “Madam, I have 

done my MA in economics and my favourite subject is statistics.” She was thrilled and I learnt 

how to approach waste collection in a scientific way. I began to use computers again. We have 

our routes drawn up in excel and I do both garbage collection and documentation. Social justice 

is intimately linked to financial independence. Since I became an earning member of society, my 
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health has improved, my child’s health has improved and of course, people are talking to me 

again in the village.....and the village is cleaner. 

Sun Feb 23:  WHAT’S UP @ KAMESHWARAM? 

  
 

Is it a snake? No ....silly....it’s a Trichosanthes cucumerina grown by Mrs. Vijaya of 

Kameshwaram in her garden...And if you want to know more...it’s a called a snake gourd – you 

can guess. You can cut it up lengthwise, remove the seeds inside, then chop it up into a dry curry 

or stew with co-conut and lentils ....ummmmm yummy... 
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Not about Kameshwaram  

Sat Feb 1:  

SIDC Updates:  Knock-Knock! Are you working on your submission? You have to submit in 2 

weeks. 

*SIDC2013 - Sanitation Innovation Design Contest*  

Do you know any architects / civil engineers / sanitation experts? Tell them about SIDC2013! 

 

Check out the contest at http://www.ideaken.com/sidc2013 

We look forward to your submissions... It’s science and business and of course - art.

 

 

Tue Feb 4: Subburaman 

☺ FRIENDS OF FIN INDIA 

M. Subburaman is the founder-director of SCOPE, a successful NGO in the field of sanitation 

based in Trichy, Tamil Nadu. Mr.Subburaman has travelled all over the world and given advice 

on how to build cost-effective and safe toilets. A champion of the urine-diversion toilet (ecosan) 

in India, he is teaching our masons how not to waste space while building safe toilets. A brilliant 

speaker he enthrals audience of all ages with his jokes while teaching them about sanitation.   He 

was the winner of the SIDC2010 contest for implementation. See his presentation (but alas 

without the jokes!)  at http://www.slideshare.net/indiawaterportal/ecological-sanitation-a-

http://www.ideaken.com/sidc2013
http://www.slideshare.net/indiawaterportal/ecological-sanitation-a-presentation-by-subburaman-scope-national-workshop-on-appropriate-toilet-technologies-organised-by-gramalaya-arghyam-and-unicef-9-11-may-2012
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presentation-by-subburaman-scope-national-workshop-on-appropriate-toilet-technologies-

organised-by-gramalaya-arghyam-and-unicef-9-11-may-2012   

  
 

Fri Feb 7: SIDC Updates:  I hope you know what 

this means.....of course, we’re after you for an innovation concept for the SIDC2013 - Sanitation 

Innovation Design Contest...  Do you have an architect/civil engineer/a sanitation expert who 

you know - .....tell them about it too?  see http://www.ideaken.com/sidc2013.... We look forward 

to your submissions... 

Mon Feb 10: The race is on.....in Friend in Need – 

we are now really in our annual race to raise funds. We need about 12 lakhs of rupees which is 

approximately equivalent to  14,000 Euros or 11,700 British Pounds or 19,450 US dollars – pay 

our 8 permanent staff and 2 temporary staff their monthly wages, pay rent for two rooms, 

internet, electricity, maintenance as well as to pay our consultants to come and teach our staff 

technical skills. The social mission we are working towards is to = (i) ensure that everyone in 

Kameshwaram has a toilet; (ii) everyone uses the toilet (i.e. no open defecation; (iii) there is a 

waste management system and (iv) the entire process is truthfully documented so that others can 

learn from our efforts. Note that about 50% of the Indian population does not have access to a 

functioning toilet and garbage is practically blowing in the wind in India – there is so much of it 

everywhere. It is not only about technology or knowledge transfer – we have to motivate, 

persuade and cajole – people into changing their behaviour and adopting hygienic practices. If 

you can donate – please + please do – we would very grateful  

- just click on http://www.friend-in-need.org/donate.htm to find out how. If you want to 

help us raise funds – again we would very grateful – please write to us at 

http://www.friend-in-need.org/donate.htm
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fintrust.india@gmail.com    Thank you!! 

 

Want to donate? We would be very grateful for any donation – see the different ways 

possible 

 

Thu Feb 13: Gita 

SIDC Updates: Hello from the Judges! 

Do you know who made the indicators for judging the SIDC2013 ? (Sanitation Innovation 

Design Contest http://www.ideaken.com/sidc2013) Well, she is a graduate from the School of 

Planning and Architecture, New Delhi, Gita Balakrishnan, who completed practical training at 

the Centre for Building Performance and Diagnostics at the Carnegie Mellon University , 

Pittsburgh , USA . She underwent a training programme on Stabilized Mud Blocks and other 

alternative methods of construction at Indian Institute of Science Bangalore. She has designed 

and constructed many buildings using alternative methods of construction in Bangalore. She 

moved to Kolkata in 2001 and started Ethos with the intention of making the architectural and 

civil engineering community alive to the changes happening globally and in our country in the 

mailto:fintrust.india@gmail.com
http://www.ideaken.com/sidc2013
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field of architecture and construction. Ethos reaches out to over to 25000 students of architecture 

and civil engineering from around 500 college across India through interesting events. The 

flagship events of Ethos are Archumen, a quiz on architecture and Bending Moment, a quiz on 

civil engineering. Ethos also organizes design competitions such as Transparence, SAVE AS 

YOU BUILD and IGBC Green Design Competition. For Gita, “Ethos' main objective is to be 

the wind beneath the wings of young minds that are to shape our built environment in the 

years to come.” 

 Hear Gita in these videos http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8d2kz0XYeQ and 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZUuzdXKX7U 

Learn about Ethos visit http://www.ethosindia.in/ 

 

Sun Feb 16:  

 Three days to go for the SIDC2013 - Sanitation Innovation Design Contest...  see 

http://www.ideaken.com/sidc2013.... Tell your friends....We look forward to your submissions...

 
 

Mon Feb 17: Deadline reminder 

SIDC Updates: Tomorrow is the last day for submissions! Hurry! 

Submit your entries at http://www.ideaken.com/sidc2013 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8d2kz0XYeQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZUuzdXKX7U
http://www.ethosindia.in/
http://www.ideaken.com/sidc2013
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Thu Feb 20: Biowaste gasifier 

«PRO-POOR INNOVATION» (It's not sanitation this time!) 

 

Rai Singh Dahiya, of Rajasthan, India, had never received a formal education – and yet, in 2010, 

he built an innovative bio-waste gasifier which was producing electricity at around Rs.2 per unit 

– half the price of grid power! 

http://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/agriculture/biowaste-gasifier-that-works-out-cheaper-than-

grid-power/article95927.ece 

 

Thu Feb 20: SIDC 2013 Updates 

 

A big thanks to all those who registered and submitted entries for the Sanitation Innovation 

Design Contest 2013! 

 

We have received 24 entries from different parts of the world! 

 

...And now it's over to the judges! 

 

Good luck! 

http://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/agriculture/biowaste-gasifier-that-works-out-cheaper-than-grid-power/article95927.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/agriculture/biowaste-gasifier-that-works-out-cheaper-than-grid-power/article95927.ece
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Wed Feb 26: Video: talk about sh*t 

SANITATION… HERE, THERE, EVERYWHERE! 

Ashleigh Graber and Kenan Reel believe that we need to be able to talk about sh*t before we can 

come up with a solution for sanitation issues. Watch this quirky video that they made to 

elaborate their point. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-22j3QebW0 

 

FIN India – March Facebook Posts  

About Kameshwaram  

March 04: Meetings 

WHAT’S UP @ KAMESHWARAM? 

Want to know what a meeting looks like?  This is from a meeting at our office in Kameshwaram 

– where debates run hot – and if you don’t know Tamil – you get chilled out of the conversation! 

Here’s the Vice-Panchayat – Mr. E. P. Kamaraj – a soft-spoken man, who is giving us full 

support for the waste management program. 

 

 

Not About Kameshwaram  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-22j3QebW0
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March 01: What is PPI 

«PRO-POOR INNOVATION» (It's not sanitation this time!) 

What is Pro-poor innovation? 

Slide from a presentation made by Shuan SadreGhazi titled ‘Pro-Poor Innovation.’ 

http://prezi.com/maaykkt3x5jl/pro-poor-innovation/ 

 

March 07:  

 

 
Academics’ corner – Do you have the courage? Wanted: Students from the social sciences – 

passionate about learning to apply their knowledge for the cause of economic development -  to 

work for a crabby old professor (who is also the founder of Friend in Need). Masters level 

preferred – but not essential. Must know how to write in complete sentence (SMS language not 

allowed).  She is reputed to be abrasive and undiplomatic (but not nasty). Work will consist of 

 (i) reading & re-reading ; (ii) talking in Tamil to FIN staff & villagers ; (iii) talking in English to 

people around the world; (iv) writing & re-writing (in English only) …… again and again …. till 

a perfect document that is readable and educative is produced. You will be paid very little but 

you will be mentored and you will learn (sometimes painfully) what you are good at and what 

you are not. Please get in touch if and only if you are confident about your reading, writing and 

analytical skills! Cheers! PS-  Her trainees (i.e. those who have survived) are good friends with 

her… just in case you want to know… 

 

http://prezi.com/maaykkt3x5jl/pro-poor-innovation/
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March 13: Business model 

FIN-SWAM is a social business. 

 

March 14: Kanagasundaram 

☺ FRIENDS OF FIN INDIA 

Kanagasundaram – He’s the head of the Panchayat in Kameshwaram. A successful politician 

(communist party) and farmer, his dedication, intelligence and energy are most noteworthy. He 

works as hard as a dozen top executives put together – from morning till night. If you think 

village life is relaxing for all – you’re mistaken! 

 
 

March 20 – International Day of happiness  

 

Its the International Day of Happiness and we have a lot to be happy about!  Lets be happy just 

like the pig of happiness!  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoiIYlww8M4 

March 22 : Poverty 

How do you define Poverty? 

Slide from a presentation made by Shuan SadreGhazi titled ‘Pro-Poor Innovation.’ 

http://prezi.com/maaykkt3x5jl/pro-poor-innovation/ 

 

March 25 : SIDC Winners  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoiIYlww8M4
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SIDC 2013 Winners  

 

And the winners are…..(with excuses for the delay – there were some last minute glitches as 

usual ….) 

 

1. Viky Sanap for novel design 

 

2. Ankit Sati and team for novel design 

 

3. Dhruv Rang for novel design 

 

4. Nicola Green for novel Business Plan 

 

 

We thank all the 10 final contestant teams. All will receive the feedback of the judges as well as 

a nice certificate. More will be posted on the site over time….so keep watching. 

 

With sincere Thanks and Congratulations to all contestants for participating and wishing the 

winners a good continuation – 

Shyama V. Ramani on behalf of the sponsors WASTE and FINISH and members of the 

organization committee 
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March 29: SANITATION… HERE, THERE, EVERYWHERE! 

 

Sanitation has now trickled into the app world as well! Check out SunClean, a sanitation game 

designed to help children tell organic waste from inorganic waste and also realise the importance 

of washing hands. 

http://appcircus.com/apps/sunclean-sanitation-games-2 

 

FIN India – April Facebook Posts  

About Kameshwaram  

April 13  

http://appcircus.com/apps/sunclean-sanitation-games-2
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What’ll be happening in Kameshwaram on Monday April 14th ? 

 

Celebrations – but of course ! So, "Iniya Tamizh Puthandu Nalvaazhthukkal" or “இனிய 

தமிழ் புத்தாண்டு நல்வாழ்த்துக்கள்” or “Happy Tamil New Year Wishes” to all of 

you! Tamil people all over India, Malaysia, Singapore, Reunion and Mauritius (and maybe in 

USA, Canada and Europe too!) will be celebrating the New Year calculated according to the 

ancient 60-year orbit of Nakshatras or stars observed by most traditional calendars of India and 

China and described in an ancient text called Surya Siddhanta (Knowledge related to the Sun). 

This is when the sun comes into Aries (Happy birthday to all our Aries readers!) …As all ancient 

culture celebrations are related to ecology – this festival also relates to the planets Jupiter and 

Saturn – recognized for their influence on climate. Wooing their grace is essential in a country 

mostly made up of small farmers relying on rainfall for their sustenance. The entrance of homes 

is decorated with kolams or designs on the ground. Grace is evoked to bear life, which is always 

a combination of sweet (like cane sugar), sour (like mangoes) and bitter (like neem leaves) 

experiences – to be followed by a superb lunch partaken with all in the family. Most urbanites 

living outside of Tamil Nadu, who can’t take leave on Monday, are probably having that lunch 

today! Nevertheless, here’s wishing you all a very Happy Tamil New Year for the year starting 

tomorrow! 

 

 

 

Not about Kameshwaram  

April 1: Happy April Fool’s day 
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April 3  

What’s the link between Bollywood and Waste Management? Aamir Khan, the Bollywood star 

also strives to make the world a better place by raising awareness and triggering action through 

his TV program -“Satyam Eva Jayete” [“Truth Alone Triumphs”]. It recently aired an insightful 

session on waste management (or lack of ) in 

India.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lS0_FCBzI_w  

 

Thanks Aamir, for increasing awareness on this very grave problem. As he notes, each individual 

can contribute to waste management by segregating “household waste”….let’s do it… 

April 7  

Have you ever seen a house in the shape of a toilet? 

 

Former congressman Sim Jae-Duck of Suwon, South Korea, was known as “Mr. Toilet” for his 

keen interest in sanitation, and in 2007, he built a two-storied private home in the shape of a 

toilet! 

http://travel.cnn.com/seoul/visit/mr-toilet-house-turned-toilet-museum 

April 10  

See previous post on the TV program -“Satyam Eva Jayete” [“Truth Alone Triumphs”] to 

understand….  

 

Hi Aamir,  

We hope that you can come to Kameshwaram one day to make a film! I was taken aback by your 

opening lines, because this is what I have been telling the villagers for years – “let’s make 

Kameshwaram so clean that one day some Bollywood or Tollywood film is made in our own 

village with your favourite actors and actresses”. Though, I have only got smiles when I say this, 

I have seen garbage piling up more and more on the beach since I began work here in 2005 after 

the tsunami. But now, after years of efforts, we are finally making some progress. See our 

innovative garbage cans for gathering non-biodegradable waste - made from used oil tins……but 

we have a long way to go. Thanks for raising awareness Aamir. Waste management is not only 

an urban problem. In every Indian village, garbage is blowing in the wind….and it’s partially 

responsible for the health ailments that prevail despite the clean air and the bright sunshine, even 

in areas where food is plentiful…We’ve got to act. And now. 

Your fan, 

Shyama 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lS0_FCBzI_w
http://travel.cnn.com/seoul/visit/mr-toilet-house-turned-toilet-museum
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April 18: Slavoj Zizek 

SANITATION… HERE, THERE, EVERYWHERE! 

Slavoj Žižek is a Slovenian Marxist philosopher, psychoanalyst and cultural critic. He is a senior 

researcher at the Institute for Sociology and Philosophy, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia, 

international director of the Birkbeck Institute for the Humanities and a professor of philosophy 

and psychoanalysis at the European Graduate School 

Sociologists often point out that even ‘objects’ that are designed by man(or woman) do not 

emerge from an ‘idea’ alone – they are influenced by the local culture and social norms of the 

designer/inventor/innovator. Watch this video where Slavi Zizek compares the different designs 

of toilet bowls adopted in France, Germany and UK and how they are related to the local culture 

in which they are found. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rzXPyCY7jbs 

 

April 22  

As creatures living on this planet, we are totally dependent on what the Earth bestows upon us-

for food, water, minerals and energy resources. The web of life exists not as a haphazard 

assembly of competing species but as an interwoven and...interdependent, mutually supporting 

tapestry of life. Thus, to pull one string would mean affecting the whole web. 

The need of the hour is to approach the preservation of the planet spiritually. Spiritual ecology is 

an insightful and empowering answer to the alienation and destruction wreaked by a worldview 

that sees humans as separate from the whole. Let us pledge to preserve our planet. It is the only 

one we have. #HappyEarthDay 

 

Read the rest of the wonderfuly thoughtful article by Sangeeta Venkatesh 

here: http://lifepositive.com/towards-a-green-awakening/ 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rzXPyCY7jbs
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/happyearthday
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Flifepositive.com%2Ftowards-a-green-awakening%2F&h=aAQE08WQd&enc=AZONIw9fG-HAlEekdUlMyxgx-7oKeBd2EuPm6Y-MBGuoqzRhb9Cbh3z7Jg8gRAhVA6J3uqUJyJBwX6a_D20zPF4gVf1jkJrF5PZYvrzb5znhQmOiNIo9CIFui_XcE11mWCMnSkoZkTV7PywyMJKYcecJ&s=1
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April 28  

SIDC 2013 Winners 

 

#SIDC2013 - Sanitation Innovation Design Contest 2013 – Don’t you want to know about the 

winners and what they got the prize for? Then just click on the link and read… 

 

http://prezi.com/0q3nijvmbcdh/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy 

 

FIN India – May Facebook Posts  

About Kameshwaram  

- 

 

Not about Kameshwaram  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/sidc2013
http://prezi.com/0q3nijvmbcdh/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy
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May 3 

In the history of public health, few events are as important as a discovery made in the mid-19th 

century, not far from the site of The Economist’s London offices. - See more 

at: http://www.economist.com/blogs/economist-explains/2014/04/economist-explains-

9?fsrc=scn%2Ffb%2Fwl%2Fbl%2Fee%2Fwhysanitationshouldbesacred#sthash.m3iqrmMm.dpu

f 

May 9  

It’s going to be the month of the ACADEMICS’ CORNER -  C.K. Prahalad, one of the most 

influential thinkers in management science pointed out that the private sector is not paying 

enough attention to the markets of the poor and he also exerted scholars to go beyond ‘academic 

debates’ on the definition of ‘who is poor’ or ‘what should be the poverty line’ (while these are 

important) to ‘how to make essential commodities accessible to the poor?’. 

33

Bottom/Base of 

the Pyramid 

(BOP)

Population 
(millions) 

Annual disposable income 
(Purchasing power parity $) 

<$1,500

$1,500 – 10,000

> $10,000
Advanced 
markets

Emerging 
Markets

Developing 
markets

500

1,500

4,000

Underserved 

markets

(Hart and Milstein, 1999, Prahalad and Hammond, 2002; Hart and Christensen, 2002; Prahalad and Hart, 2002; ) 

Who are the poor? What is poverty? How many poor are there? 

And while the economists debate on the issue……

 

 

May 12 

ACADEMICS’ CORNER  

In his book C.K. Prahalad explains that firms can create BoP (or Base of Income 

Pyramid) products by creatively mixing a variety of technologies (of different generations), 

keeping the design focus on functionality and existing constraints for purchase and use. Ideally, 

http://www.economist.com/blogs/economist-explains/2014/04/economist-explains-9?fsrc=scn%2Ffb%2Fwl%2Fbl%2Fee%2Fwhysanitationshouldbesacred#sthash.m3iqrmMm.dpuf
http://www.economist.com/blogs/economist-explains/2014/04/economist-explains-9?fsrc=scn%2Ffb%2Fwl%2Fbl%2Fee%2Fwhysanitationshouldbesacred#sthash.m3iqrmMm.dpuf
http://www.economist.com/blogs/economist-explains/2014/04/economist-explains-9?fsrc=scn%2Ffb%2Fwl%2Fbl%2Fee%2Fwhysanitationshouldbesacred#sthash.m3iqrmMm.dpuf
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the innovation should also  be scalable. Effective transfer may require education and a marketing 

strategy designed for the local context.  Can you give us any examples or illustrations of BoP 

product successes or flops? 

 

May 16  

Indian Citizens have voted for the winds of change to sweep through India! Let’s make good 

things happen! 

By Shyama and Rushva 

 

Today the BJP (Bharthiya Janata Party or the people’s party of Bharath) led by Narendra Modi 

won the Indian Parliamentary elections by a landslide, winning 285 seats out of the 543 seat Lok 

Sabha! The Congress party led Rahul Gandhi of the dynastic Gandhi family, descendants of 

India’s charismatic first Prime Minister, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, has suffered a crushing defeat 

winning a mere 43 seats and losing 166 of its former ones. In more than 6 decades of Indian 

independence, there have only been four non-Congress governments, once following the 

emergency in 1977 (though even at this low point in its popularity the Congress had won 189 

seats), the second, a short lived government in 1989, the third, another short lived government in 

1996, and finally the BJP led NDA following the Kargil war in 1999. Thus, in removing the 

Congress led coalition (UPA or United Progressive Alliance) that has been in power since 2004, 

the people of India have ushered in a new historic era today.  

 

Is there a potential for real positive change? Yes, we believe so. The BJP will form a strong 

government at the center, and by doing so, it will be the first government formed with a single 

party crossing the halfway mark of 272 without coalition partners since 1984. The last few 
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governments have seen the national parties being held ransom by their coalition partners, the 

strong women leaders who run their states independently (Amma – mother or Jayalalitha; Didi –

elder sister or Mamta Banerjee) and such risks are no longer present. The success of the BJP is 

attributed to two factors: (i) the belief that every vote for the BJP – no matter who the candidate 

– is a vote for Modi; and (ii) a strong anti-Congress sentiment. Indeed, a number of newcomers 

standing for reform were pitched by the BJP. For instance, there have been a number of first time 

politicians who have won, including film star celebrities like Hema Malini, Paresh Rawal, Kiron 

Kher (all BJP). On the other hand, some Congress stalwarts, including Cabinet Ministers Kabil 

Sibil and Salman Khurshid and Home Minister Shushil Kumar Shinde, have lost. 

 

What does the rest of the world think? In the Western Press, which is very powerful, so far, 

Nardendra Modi has been mostly castigated as an intolerant religious bigot. Today, the Guardian 

in the UK has declared that it is a victory for a Hindu Nationalist. It fails to mention in the same 

text that Modi is leading in the Muslim dominated regions of the Uttar Pradesh proving that the 

Muslims too are riding on the hope of development and economic prosperity that Modi promises. 

Moreover, it is very clear that no extremist can be voted to power in a country as diverse as 

India. They leave out equally conveniently, public statements of his, such as: "I define 

secularism as nation first, India first. Justice to all, appeasement to none. No vote-bank politics – 

a poor man is a poor man, where he prays is immaterial." The press affects the perceptions of the 

governments too, for the Western governments too have not particularly been pro-Modi. The 

United States, for example, have denied him a visa for his alleged involvement in the 2002 riots. 

The Chinese, on the other hand, have been holding discussions with Modi since several years. 

The West that values its relationship with India, particularly the US, and which sees India as a 

key counterbalance to China in Asia, will have to rethink their policies towards Modi. 

 

What do the academics think? In India, in most public academic circles, and in many gatherings 

of hi-brow intello-intellectuals (!), it has been politically correct to engage in loud Modi-bashing 

because it’s not politically correct to affirm affiliation to a group unless it happens to be one of 

the minority ones. It is also very fashionable to squeak against the Congress while calling for 

“reform, revolution and change” – the all time favourite buzz words. “I say, we must have 

reform and that can happen only through a revolution”. “Interesting – then what? …Who is 

going to take over and what’s the plan in the post-revolution phase??”… here the 

speech/conversation is switched to another topic conveniently. Hence, the space of Indian 

intellectuals is also going to be interesting to watch, especially if good things happen. 

 

So is everything rosy and good about the new team? No – of course not. A number of points 

bother all tolerant and peace loving people in India – the silence on the Hindu-Muslim riots in 

Gujarat, the hugging of Hindu monks who are viewed as being anything but holy by a large 

majority and statements by BJP party members against women and homosexuality.  
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That said, Modi has a good record of ushering in economic development in the State of Gujarat, 

which he governed and if he can extend this to India – it would anchor his name deeply in Indian 

history as a hero. The markets are already responding positively towards the pro Modi wave. The 

sensex surged 1,470 points to hit a new life-time high of 25,375.63 in early trade fuelled by 

hopes that the BJP government would fast-track reforms and accelerate economic activity and in 

the forex market, the rupee climbed to 11-month high of 58.62 against the US dollar. 

 

It is truly a challenge to sustain inclusive development while building industrial capabilities in a 

country as large and as diverse as India, which is also struggling with a huge poverty burden. 

And mistakes will not be tolerated.  

 

What are the implications for the cause of sanitation coverage in India? And for us? Last October 

Narendra Modi addressed a huge rally of students in Delhi and he told them: “Make toilets 

before temples”. That’s good for us! The village Panchayat and major decision makers in 

Kameshwaram worked together to raise lakhs of rupees (gathered from all relatives working in 

the Gulf, Malyasia and Singapore) two years back to make a temple. Very active even today, it 

stands as testimony to the effectiveness of the elected officials – but sanitation coverage is still 

only a bit more 50% in the village. So, let’s go for it Modi! We are for everyone in 

Kameshwaram having a toilet and a waste bin – before anyone starts building a new temple, 

mosque or church here! 

 

Shyama V. Ramani and Rushva Parihar 

Founder FIN and Student intern FIN 

 

May 21 
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#SIDC2013 Update  

 

Here is a summary of the SIDC 2013 contest for all those of you who have missed it.  

 

http://prezi.com/eaxzxakphabf/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share 

May 24 

ACADEMICS’ CORNER 

 

Products that are sold to the poor, i.e. successful BoP (Base of the pyramid) products are not 

always those that make the lives of the poor better in the long run. The latter are called pro-poor 

innovations. Can you tell us what you think a pro-poor innovation ought to be like? Or give an 

example? 

Question for a champion: Are BOP innovations  

and pro-poor innovations the same thing?

Toilet
Beauty saloon with shampoos

 

May 29 

SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP FOR YOU! 

 

Some time back, we got this interesting mail from Ribhu Vohra, a garbologist (guess what that 

means?) .... which we would like to share with you, including his fabulous TED talk. 

 

 

Dear Shyama, 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/sidc2013
http://prezi.com/eaxzxakphabf/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share
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I recently started to work a 100% for a social enterprise called WasteLess. We're trying to 

change behaviour and bring about social change in waste management in India through 

awareness-creation and education of children. We developed an educational tool kit in English 

called Garbology 101 and perhaps some of the activities could be adapted and translated into 

Tamil. We've also just developed a card game based on the 'Go Fish' or French 'Jeu des 7 

familles' but with research into India's informal sector (scrap dealers). Our goal is to educate 

children who play -and teach them which waste items have a monetary value so that these can 

then be kept separate at source and sold to local scrap dealers who are almost everywhere. Its a 

way to recover resources and create incentives for source segregation in households. 

Kind regards, 

Ribhu 

 

We are excited about the game and hope you are too. 

As promised here is a link to the TED talk that expains Ribhu's approach to waste management 

and Garbology 101 

 

http://tedxtalks.ted.com/video/TEDxDelhi-Ribhu-Vohra;search%3Aribhu%20vohra 

 

FIN India – June Facebook Posts  

About Kameshwaram  

June 1  

What's happening in Kameshwaram.....  

 

India was devastated by the rape and murder of two teenage girls, of families without toilets, 

who had gone to answer the call of nature at 9.30 PM last Tuesday night. Lack of toilets is 

leading to the rape and murder of women in India.  

And this is unacceptable (as is violence of any kind).  

Such tragedies makes us work with renewed energy for the cause of sanitation coverage. Indeed, 

with relief we are able to say - "Thank goodness in a world rocked by violence - there are also 

good things happening.....and so let us continue with the good work".  

For instance, Friend In Need received a wonderful surprise last month! The Principle of Saint 

Sebastian School in Kameshwaram invited FIN staff to their Annual End of School Ceremony. 

The children thanked the FIN staff for their work on waste management and sanitation in the 

village and gave them gifts of lunch boxes. The FIN staff talked about this to Prof Shyama 

Ramani for a very long time! Clearly, this spontaneous act of "thanks" from the children and 

their teachers had done more to motivate them than anything else we could have ever done! 

http://tedxtalks.ted.com/video/TEDxDelhi-Ribhu-Vohra;search%3Aribhu%20vohra
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Not About Kameshwaram  

June 5  

Grass Roots Innovation 

 

It's a known fact that toilets aren't sufficient to improve health status. Use of toilets has to be 

accompanied by behavioral change. For instance, after using the toilet, one has to wash hands 

with soap.  

Now what do you do for folks who don't have running water in their homes - as is the case for 

most of the poor?  

Well, find out by watching this video about an ingenious grassroots innovation - which uses very 

easily available materials.  

http://www.thebetterindia.com/9773/tippy-tap-sanitation-hand-wash/ 

 

We're going to try this out in Kameshwaram!  

 

http://www.thebetterindia.com/9773/tippy-tap-sanitation-hand-wash/
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June 10  

When it comes to sanitation, building toilets without focusing on behavior change is not going to 

be enough.  

People throughout India and around the world are watching optimistically for Mr. Modi to 

achieve his goal of eliminating open defecation, but to succeed he will have to focus on 

behaviour change — not construction — and commit to learning and tinkering with new 

behavioural solutions.  

 

Read Rukmini Shrinivasan’s opinion in the Hindu on The battle for toilets and minds here -

 http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/the-battle-for-toilets-and-

minds/article6095021.ece#.U5Ush0gSQtE.gmail 

 

June 15  

FIN Volunteers 2014 

 

This year FIN has had the pleasure to welcome many student volunteers. Meet Felix Gottschalk 

– a Masters student in Marketing from Brunel University, London…..we interviewed him in a 

busy café in London…so that you can get a real feel of the “sounds” of the place in addition to 

hearing Felix…. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXtcd_7MNPI 

 

Visit his blog page here….. www.marketing-is-online.com 

 

June 20  

Last week Felix (to know who that is? check out our last post) created a short survey to get an 

idea about people’s social media behavior.  

 

So, if you can spare 3-5 minutes of your valuable time, to answer this short questionnaire: 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/social-ngo  

he would be very grateful. 

 

The results of this survey will give him valuable insights, which will help him prepare and 

optimize the social media campaign for Friend In Need. It will additionally help him gain a 

deeper insight on why and how people make donations - which is for his research.  

We count on you and thank you in advance for the same! 

http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/the-battle-for-toilets-and-minds/article6095021.ece#.U5Ush0gSQtE.gmail
http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/the-battle-for-toilets-and-minds/article6095021.ece#.U5Ush0gSQtE.gmail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXtcd_7MNPI
http://www.marketing-is-online.com/
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/social-ngo
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June 26  

Sanitation: Here, There, And Everywhere..... 

 

The Government of India is approaching the challenge of sanitation from various angles. 

Dr.Ramani recently met Dr. Pamposh Kumar, Scientist E & Programme-in-Charge (Eco & 

WaSh Futures), who explained: “Traditional practices for ecosan have been forgotten. And now 

we have to really work to reintroduce the notion of a balanced ecological system even in rural 

areas with the Panchayats (village councils). In our programme, we use education and 

communication based on community science as a tool for promoting ecological sustainability”.  

 

Dr Kumar's assistant, M.S. Thakur when asked what he likes most about his job said he believed 

that his work is more than just a job, "We are doing something for the country. With Pamposh 

Sir, I have learned so much about the different needs of our people in different regions. There is 

a lot more to be done.” 

 

Garima Sharma, Senior Program Officer, was equally enthusiastic: "In order to arrive at this 

mindset change, we need to understand how our science communication projects are having an 

impact and this is what I am working on currently". 
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FIN Facebook Posts – July  

About Kameshwaram  

July 7  

So why didn’t the project proposed by Morgane and Timothee take off till now? 

 

Well, you see – their plan was well researched and very well constructed…however there were 

deceptions waiting to happen and they had to happen for me (Shyama) to become aware of them. 

 

First of all, I wasn’t aware of the terrible ‘social stigma’ associated with waste collection. Then I 

got it in little whispers – “psst… it’s associated with the manual scavenging caste….we are all of 

the ‘very backward caste’ …yes…we get government subsidies, but we aren’t of that sub-sub-

sub category that picks up waste and so we can’t pick up waste – get it lady?” The Panchayat or 

village council head told me “Madam, even if you were to pay a salary of a software engineer for 

picking up village waste – nobody will do it.” 

 

Second, the village residents also wanted their garbage picked up for FREE. Many of the 

villagers still don’t understand what I am doing or why people all over the world are helping me. 

They can not believe that anyone anywhere can be interested in an Indian village – especially an 

Indian academic. They are puzzled –“You are not a politician? You don’t want us to convert to 

your Church (especially if some white students accompany me)? Then why do you want to help 

this village? ….oh it must be because you are based abroad….you must be having pots of 

money…so do it for free madam…help us and clean the village..and please hire some people 

from the manual scavenging caste from the city for this job…” 

Well, you know what? After explaining the FIN project again and again…after SIX LONG 

YEARS – we have THREE PEOPLE OF THE VILLAGE actually collecting waste – we are 

accompanying them, helping them develop skills and activities – so that after a few years their 

livelihoods are secured from this activity. 

 

Right now we also have more than a 100 households paying 20 Rs per month for their waste to 

be picked up but this is not enough to pay the salaries of three staff…and that’s why we rely on 

donations and we are working on projects to raise money to pay the Waste Management 

https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/737674252955692/?type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/737674252955692/?type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/737674252955692/?type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/737674252955692/?type=1&relevant_count=1
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Team….. 

 

So Morgane’s and Timothee’s project has taken off …it’s only a very tiny bit off the ground 

….but that is everything …for it has taken off. Thanks to both of them for starting it all and to 

our donors and volunteers for making this happen! 

 

Now to do more… Shyama 

 

July 30 

What’s happening in Kameshwaram?  It’s a nice kind of Halloween –  

August 26 was a special day in India. As in many traditional societies, the environment plays a 

central role in the cultural lives of the people (though in the cities, it is increasingly being 

forgotten and replaced by the jingles of TV and internet advertisements). Water and Earth and 

Air are special and meant to be worshipped and at the same time protected. As the tradition goes, 

August 26 was that special day this year (determined by planetary and other astral 

configurations), when if you bathed in the holy waters somewhere, the spirits of the ancestors - 

also cleansing themselves in the holy waters would come and bless you. Kameshwaram is a holy 

place, famous in its own way for certain events recorded in oral history (that story is for another 
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day) and so thousands of people came from nearby villages to bathe in the holy waters of the 

Indian ocean. 

Paranjothi, our field manager and I are terrible when it comes to rituals and temples etc. Our 

relationship with the higher forces is extremely need-based. So last year this year - he 
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Not about Kameshwaram  

July 1 

Friends of FIN : Meet one of our previous volunteers 

 

Hi, 

My name is Morgane SEVAT and I am French. I have a Masters Degree in 

"Management of NGOs & international humanitarian actions". I was an intern with FIN Trust in 

Kameshwaram village for 5 months, in 2008, during my Bachelor's Degree in "Management of 

international development projects". With Timothée Romain, a class mate, we were in charge of 

formulating a project for a solid waste management system for the village. 

 

To do this we:  

(i) evaluated the needs and commitment of the 

beneficiaries through a survey 

(ii) discussed it with local NGOs &Authorities;  

(iii) wrote up the project;  

(iv) Wrote the fundraising project proposal for the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  

 

Then, we have presented the project before Emmaüs International.“International Solidarity 

Comittee” (unfortunately, it was found to be too costly and there were other humanitarian relief 

projects that needed to be financed immediately.) 

Besides Kameshwaram, we really got to know Tiruchirapalli City, where we spent half the time 

in order to coordinate with FIN's 2 local partners (the NGOs Kudumbam and SCOPE). 

 

Now the project is going to be taken up again by Shyama. The project we 

have designed can be implemented in 3 phases, is self-sustainable and its methodology can be 

easily applied in other Tamil coastal villages.  

 

This internship has been a tremendous experience, professionally as well 

as personally speaking. I long to get back to Tamil Nadu and possibly to 

work again with FIN Trust !! 

 

Morgane 
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July 11 

Friends of FIN: Shipra Agarwal in Kameshwaram 

 

June 2014 marked a milestone for Friend in Kameshwaram. After a 2-year hiatus I felt ready to 

accept students again and give them well-designed (or sort of well designed!) opportunities to 

apply their knowledge and experience to solve our every day problems, strengthen local staff 

capabilities and work on long term projects.  

 

So far, Friend In Need has never had an Indian student intern - though we have had many 

students from Europe and the USA - despite my exploring this possibility with colleagues in 

many reputed academic institutions in India. So I am most happy (:-) ) that this jinx has also been 

broken! 

 

Thanks to Professor Benson Issac and Dr. Remadevi, we got Shipra Agarwal from the Azim 

Premji University http://www.azimpremjiuniversity.edu.in/ ! I am sure this will be the start for 

the coming of more Indian students!  

http://www.azimpremjiuniversity.edu.in/
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So how does a young lady - who doesn't speak a word of Tamil (her mother tongue is Hindi and 

she can speak Kannada) manage to integrate and make herself useful in a social venture in the 

heart of rural Tamil Nadu? Through enthusiasm, good will and generosity of course ......see it for 

yourself....I took an impromptu video without giving warning to any of the participants....Thanks 

Shipra!https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yqC3uyFTnGg .... 

 

...the bzzzzzzzzz....is the wind blowing.....I'm all for student volunteers who know how to edit 

videos! 

 

 

July 15 

Social Entrepreneurship: It’s all in the bag! 

One of the things that Shipra got done for us are these shopping bags made of biodegradable 

cotton – she got us a good deal after a thorough market search (for who is Shipra see last post). 

Why bags? Here’s the story, but it doesn’t end here…we need you to continue the writing….! 

First of all, history matters. For people, organizations and countries. After the tsunami of 2004, I 

raised money for other NGOs to initiate projects and Mr. Paranjothi watched over them. But not 

https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DyqC3uyFTnGg&h=aAQEKSOVU&enc=AZP7d-2JNhYajmDOx3oCC2sWb92tFFSt6ilnpPiqf17ILVXHoi_LsQL1c-IBqNvteB0OkBZZ_carfdCOkWBKEJGlBHQY3Ua8paO1DnswP9AnnGBE70G5NcQFEKKHN-RMdXcLGvQS-RFCZWZD2ZD2skrt&s=1
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satisfied at all with this model, Friend In Need is now a local social enterprise helping to 

incubate Kameshwaram (village’s name) teams that can work on sanitation and waste 

management. And we need the people of Kameshwaram to know the social venture that we have 

become now and not just Mr. Paranjothi (our first staff) the individual and the familiar friendly 

face who comes to the village every day for some reason they have never understood fully. 

Hence the bags – which is going to our ‘marketing instrument’….and by which we hope to 

reduce the use of plastic bags in the village. By the way they are a hit! 

But, would you go out shopping with this bag? Of course, you wouldn’t – I don’t think any 

reader of this facebook page is likely to be below the poverty line and you would have other bags 

without pictures of a toilet or garbage to buy your groceries.  

So how what kind of designs can we print on bags to let the mainstream world know that we are 

trying to make a little coastal Indian village as clean as any in the world through complete 

sanitation coverage and waste management? What can we print on bags so that our facebook 

readers don’t cringe to use it for their shopping? 

 Send us your ideas in the form of two powerpoint slides – for the front and back of the bag- via 

email to fin.swam.india@gmail.com . We will acknowledged the designs chosen on our website 

and facebook page. Thanks in advance for your submissions! 

 

mailto:fin.swam.india@gmail.com
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July 20 

Why do people help FIN? 

 

Shyama left Brunel University a few months back but people in Brunel continue to help her, like 

Victoria who’s in charge of the Brunel Alumni Magazine.  

See her interview here to get the answer to the 

question:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9rlpaNwGrc 

 

Here's the link to her 

article:http://www.brunel.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/372944/Brunel-Link-2014-

FINAL.pdf (scroll down to page 20)  

 

Thank you so much Victoria! We wish you and all Brunel folks and Alumni a wonderful summer 

vacation! 

July 25 

 

Friends of FIN: Remember Felix ? 

 

Our volunteer Felix is trying to help small charities such as ‘Friend-in-Need’ to make the most of 

social media communication. His research topic is about social media and online donation. Only 

3 minutes of your time will help Felix in his research project. His results will give charities 

valuable insights in how to use social media effectively. 

 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/social-ngo 

 

Please feel free to forward this survey to your friends and family. Thank you. 

 

See his video here - if you missed it the last 

time.....https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXtcd_7MNPI 

 

FIN India – August Facebook Posts  

About Kameshwaram  

August 25 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9rlpaNwGrc
http://www.brunel.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/372944/Brunel-Link-2014-FINAL.pdf
http://www.brunel.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/372944/Brunel-Link-2014-FINAL.pdf
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/social-ngo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXtcd_7MNPI
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That looks just like a normal rubbish bin, doesn't it? No, it's actually a social innovation! As we 

started to help locals in Kameshwaram (an Indian coastal village which was hit badly by the 

2004 tsunami) introduce a recycling system, we needed to come up with an idea for a bin for 

non-biodegradable waste that wouldn't get stolen immediately (because almost all locals are 

below poverty line and petty theft is a major problem). Initially we installed brand new bins, but 

unfortunately all were stolen. 

 

So we came up with the idea to use discarded tins in which oil is transported. We clean them, cut 

the top, paint them and drill tiny holes in the bottom. Why holes? Because then it becomes 

useless to store liquids in them and so the bins are not interesting to steal any more! We paint on 

each that it's a dust bin - and that makes it even more 'un-cool' to take away! 

 

That is a real SOCIAL INNOVATION which we are very proud of. And we couldn't have done 

it with the help of our supporters and donors. 

 

You can support us to help people in Indian villages establish a waste management system to 

decrease environmental pollution and improve their health and quality of life. 

 

http://friend-in-

need.org/donate/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=picturepost&utm_content=rubbishbin&

utm_campaign=Facebook+Rubbish+Bin 

August 30  

Did you know, that… 

 

- 1,400 children die every day from diarrhoea caused by unsafe water and poor sanitation in 

India. 

- The daily output of excrement created by open defecation in India is 65 million kilograms – 

enough to fill 484 full sized planes. 

- Toilets can help to reduce the spread of diseases. 

 

We at FIN help to improve sanitation coverage in Indian villages to decrease open defecation. 

Many people can’t afford to build a toilet – that’s why we are here to help. 

 

http://friend-in-

need.org/donate/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=picturepost&utm_campaign=Facebook+

Informational+Post 

 

Not about Kameshwaram  

http://friend-in-need.org/donate/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=picturepost&utm_content=rubbishbin&utm_campaign=Facebook+Rubbish+Bin
http://friend-in-need.org/donate/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=picturepost&utm_content=rubbishbin&utm_campaign=Facebook+Rubbish+Bin
http://friend-in-need.org/donate/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=picturepost&utm_content=rubbishbin&utm_campaign=Facebook+Rubbish+Bin
http://friend-in-need.org/donate/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=picturepost&utm_campaign=Facebook+Informational+Post
http://friend-in-need.org/donate/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=picturepost&utm_campaign=Facebook+Informational+Post
http://friend-in-need.org/donate/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=picturepost&utm_campaign=Facebook+Informational+Post
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August 5 

Waste Management for all  

 

"Everything rises from the Earth and when destroyed everything goes into Her. The Earth is the 

stay and the refuge of all creatures. The Earth is eternal.".....So spoke Sanjaya as explained in the 

Mahabharatha in a chapter called Bhisma Parva. 

 

One of the most fascinating accounts of the Mahabharata war comes from Sanjaya. Sanjaya was 

the blind king Dhritharastra’s charioteer and was blessed with divya drushti or distance vision. 

Although it was Sage Vyasa who wrote the entire epic, it is Sanjaya’s account of the war 

narrated to Dhritarashtra that challenges us to think about issues like Theory of Matter; Origin of 

Life; Geography of Earth’s continents; need for conservation; the futility of war and its effect on 

our planet. It is said that the Earth in her form as the cosmic cow nourishes all of us with her 

milk. But have we done enough for her?  

 

The Earth in form of the ‘cosmic cow’ – Painting Courtesy: Achintya Venkatesh 

 

Contributed by Sangeeta Venkatesh 

 

August 10  

What's Happening in India – Today is Raksha Bandhan!  

 

Raksha Bandhan is a Hindu festival that celebrates the love and duty between brothers and 

sisters; the festival is also popularly used to celebrate any brother-sister like loving protective 

relationship between men and women. It is called Rakhi Purnima, or simply Rakhi, in many parts 

of India. The festival is observed by Hindus, Jains, and many Sikhs. 

 

Raksha Bandhan is an ancient festival, and has many myths and historic legends linked to it. For 

example, the Rajput queens practised the custom of sending rakhi threads to neighbouring rulers 

as token of the latter’s brotherhood. On Raksha Bandhan, sisters tie a rakhi (sacred thread) on 

their brother's wrist. This symbolizes the sister's love and prayers for her brother's well-being, 

and the brother's lifelong vow to protect her. The festival falls on the full moon day (Shravan 

Poornima) of the Shravan month of the Hindu l calendar. 
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Rabindranath Tagore, the Indian Nobel Laureate for literature, invoked Raksha Bandhan and 

Rakhi, as vehicles to demonstrate love, respect and a vow of mutual protection between Hindus 

and Muslims during India's colonial era. This is one of his invoking poems on Rakhi:  

 

The love is in my body and heart 

For the earth's shadow and light 

Has stayed over years. 

 

With its cares and its hope, it has thrown 

A language of its own 

Into blue skies. 

 

It lives in my joys and glooms 

In the spring night's buds and blooms 

Like a Rakhi-band 

On the future's hand. 

August 15 

Happy Independence day India!  

 

India celebrates its 68th Independence day today as a young nation with a heritage that dates 

back thousands of years.  

This is a historic year in many ways. There is a party with a simple majority at the center and a 

Prime Minister who is determined to propel India into a brighter future.  

However there is a shadow that we at FIN Trust want to wipe away.  

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi said that good sanitation was more important than independence 

and while we did achieve Independence we are still severely lacking in the field of sanitation. Of 

the 1 billion people in the world without access to a working toilet, India accounts for nearly 600 

million. 

Besides creating a concern for safety of women, open defecation also has serious health hazards. 

For instance, open defecation exposes children to bacterial brews which lead to stunted growth, 

malnutrition and permanent loss in intelligence.  

In his national address today Prime Minister Modi emphasized on the need for cleanliness and 

urged Members of Parliament to use the funds allotted to them to build toilets. 

In this 68th year of Independence we want to pledge #SanitationforAll  

We support the Prime Minister in his 'build toilets then temples' bid and urge the Finance 

Minister, Arun Jaitley, who set a goal of ending defecating in the open by 2019 to try and 

achieve it even sooner.  

 

 

We will work to see a India that is truly clean – only then will it be able to shine in all aspects. .  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/sanitationforall
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With this thought #HappyIndepenceDay ! Not only to our Indian readers – but to all citizens – 

for a world more independent of pollution, corruption and non-democratic forms of governance! 

Peace to you. 

 

 
 

August 20  

FIN Volunteers & Mentors 2014  

 

You’ve now seen Felix but you don’t know the others – click to find out…..but these are not 

all….. 

http://prezi.com/lgxmcujcne03/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share 

 

If you want to volunteer in 2015 then write to us …..but for this year ….we are kind of done as 

you can see!  

August 29  

What’s happening in India? 

 

Indians today, both in India and those living elsewhere are praying and reflecting and eating 

goodies! What’s the deal? Well, many times in life we have obstacles in our paths that we just 

can’t move ourselves. We need someone from the outside to push it out of our path. Today is 

Ganesh Chaturti, celebrated in the honor of Lord Ganesha, the elephant-headed, remover of 

obstacles and the god of beginnings and wisdom. Today we pray to the higher forces to help 

remove the obstacles from our paths.  

 

Today is also Paryushan – the holy festival of the Jains. In Jainism it is a day of reflection and 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/happyindepenceday
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/764563620266755/?type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/764563620266755/?type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/764563620266755/?type=1&relevant_count=1
http://prezi.com/lgxmcujcne03/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/764563620266755/?type=1&relevant_count=1
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penance to not repeat doing or thinking anything wrong. Let us all join them in this beautiful 

peace bringing prayer: “I seek your forgiveness for any known or unknown deeds, words or acts 

of mine that may have hurt you in any way. Michhami Dukkadam.” 

 

 
 

FIN India – September Facebook Posts  

About Kameshwaram  

September 5 

STOP for a second and read this: 

 

Most of us take toilets for granted. We don’t think about what it would be like to have no toilets. 

About 124 million families in India don’t have a toilet because they are too poor to get one and 

have to relieve themselves in the open. 

 

It costs $880 to build a toilet for a family (2 grand parents, 2 parents, 2 kids). It would take… 

 

294 people with a $3 donation each 

 

...to build one toilet. The donation will be spent directly on a new toilet, not on marketing or 

administration. 

 

With this post, can we reach enough people to give one family in Kameshwaram (India) a toilet? 

Help us and SHARE this post. If you could spare $3 than we only need 294 people to finish 

building one toilet. 

 

CLICK HERE TO DONATE: 

http://friend-in-

need.org/donate/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=calltoaction&utm_campaign=Facebook

+Call2Action+Post 

 

https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/772332382823212/?type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/772332382823212/?type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/772332382823212/?type=1&relevant_count=1
http://friend-in-need.org/donate/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=calltoaction&utm_campaign=Facebook+Call2Action+Post
http://friend-in-need.org/donate/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=calltoaction&utm_campaign=Facebook+Call2Action+Post
http://friend-in-need.org/donate/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=calltoaction&utm_campaign=Facebook+Call2Action+Post
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/772332382823212/?type=1&relevant_count=1
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...we keep you updated in the comments below with the current amount you and us collected 

together! 

 

 
 

Not about kameshwaram  

September 2  

Sadly in India, diarrhoea is a leading killer throughout the age pyramid – from babies to the 

elderly. More people have mobile phones than toilets. Imagine, about 124 million families have 

to relieve themselves wherever they can – every day – not just once a while. 

 

According to some studies, open mounds of human waste have led to massive contamination of 

the surface water in India increasing risk of diseases. Young mums are most helpless – over 

1,000,000 infants die every year from diarrhoea before the age of 1. A lot of this can be 

prevented through the building and using of toilets. 

 

http://friend-in-

need.org/donate/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=picturepost&utm_campaign=Facebook+

Emotional+Post 

 

https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/775508685838915/?type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/775508685838915/?type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/775508685838915/?type=1&relevant_count=1
http://friend-in-need.org/donate/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=picturepost&utm_campaign=Facebook+Emotional+Post
http://friend-in-need.org/donate/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=picturepost&utm_campaign=Facebook+Emotional+Post
http://friend-in-need.org/donate/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=picturepost&utm_campaign=Facebook+Emotional+Post
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/773695479353569/?type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/775508685838915/?type=1&relevant_count=1
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September 15  

Our last three Facebook posts were created and managed by our social media volunteer Felix, 

who also used the results for his action-research project. 

 

We, Friend in Need India and Felix, want to thank everybody who has helped and supported our 

charity. We received $1065 (€825) in donations which allows us to give a poor family in 

Kameshwaram (India) a toilet and buy additional tools to support maintenance. It’s another step 

to increase sanitation coverage in rural areas of India and stop open defecation. 

 

All donors have received an email from us. We will keep you updated on the process of building 

this new toilet. 

 

Last but not least Thanks Felix! 

(psssst... and if you want to know what else Felix did for fund raising and his dissertation.... 

see https://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=10152668914414443) 

 

https://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=10152668914414443
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/781218208601296/?type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/773695479353569/?type=1&relevant_count=1
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September 20  

"Only through broad and sustained efforts to create a shared future, based upon our common 

humanity in all its diversity, can globalization be made fully inclusive and equitable" 189 world 

leaders stated as they unanimously adopted the United Nations Millennium Declaration towards 

the millennium development goals.  

Indeed, our last campaign was a splendid illustration of the above. Partnership is something we 

need more of in this world. Of course, we can have real progress only if we recognize, tolerate 

and accept that we are all different from one and other and then cooperate to synergize our 

differences for the greater good - for all... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_2KCPuDjhI 

September 25 

As citizens, firms and policy makers plan to exponentially increase their efforts to clean up India 

– Friend In Need continues in its small but very firm way to clean up one village and document 

the process – not for a Minister’s visit but for sustained state of hygiene and cleanliness! Its 

https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Dh_2KCPuDjhI&h=FAQGRy--z&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/a.604034502986335.1073741828.598833216839797/781218208601296/?type=1&relevant_count=1
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history is very difficult to write, especially for those who have been part of it. But here, Sangeeta 

Venkatesh, who has been with the project since its inception and continues to be one of its 

pillars, has managed to capture it in a crisp article ! Read on and many thanks to Sangeeta and 

Clean India for letting us share it with our readers! 

 

Here is the link to her article in the Clean India 

Journalhttp://www.cleanindiajournal.com/kameshwaram’s-unique-toilet-technology/ 

September 30 

September 28th, 2014. Picture New York's Madison Square Garden - A venue where rock-stars 

dream of performing to a packed audience. Except that the rock-star this time was the Indian 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi. With the full house reception of about 18,000 people that 

included Indian Americans and other nationalities, he began his address with 'Bharat Mata ki Jai' 

and thanked the crowd for the rousing welcome. Among the many issues he touched upon, he 

once again stressed on OUR CAUSE, i.e. achievement of full sanitation coverage. “I don’t know 

if building toilets is the work of a Prime Minister but I’m going to do it because I think it’s 

important.” (2:15:00) He added “Mahatma Gandhi, the Father of our Nation, instrumental in 

giving us a free India, never compromised on cleanliness So we need to repay our debt of 

gratitude on his 150th birthday by giving him a ‘Clean’ India by 2019 ”. (2:22:15). 

 

With sanitation and cleanliness high on the agenda for the new government, we at Friend In 

Need India are a small team, which will also contribute to India taking giant strides to make the 

country open defecation free! 

 

For those of you who have not had a chance to see the Prime Minister talk at Madison Square 

here is a link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz8RiQdytn0 

 

 

FIN India – October Facebook Posts  

About Kameshwaram 

October 7  

What's happening in Kameshwaram? 

 

A lot actually. It's festival time in India and it's the time specially consecrated to the 'Feminine 

Divine' within us with music, dance, good food, conversations and parties. These festivities are 

particularly colourful in West Bengal. It reaches a crescendo with prayers to the Goddess - 

http://www.cleanindiajournal.com/kameshwaram%E2%80%99s-unique-toilet-technology/
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DQz8RiQdytn0&h=DAQH59yJN&s=1
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different ones depending on the profession - who protects 'livelihoods'. This was on October 2nd 

this year.  

In Kameshwaram, for the fishermen and their families, our good friends, that Goddess is Mother 

Nature and their elected representative Mr. Paramasivan, decided that something had to be done 

to clean the beach as part of the prayers. We have been thinking about what to do and how to do 

etc. but he just went and did it. He got together kids and college students and for a whole week 

they engaged in cleaning the beach as part of the Dussehera festival activities. Well, on October 

3rd, it was Vijayadasami, the last day of prayer for victory in all endeavours to the Goddess 

Durga before starting on another cycle of projects. However, even Goddesses have to adjust with 

the 'long holiday weekend' these days! So, in the FIN office, in all glory and sincerity, the 

Goddesses were prayed to on October 1st itself. Our invitees were the fisherfolk who had 

cleaned the beach. Along with sweet tea and snacks, each volunteer received a cloth bag so that 

our drive to 'eliminate plastic bags' from Kameshwaram gets a boost!  

We wish you our readers the very best for your projects ahead. 

 (4 photos) 

 

 
 

https://www.facebook.com/finindia/posts/791583280898122
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/pcb.791583280898122/791582894231494/?type=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/pcb.791583280898122/791582894231494/?type=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/pcb.791583280898122/791582894231494/?type=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/pcb.791583280898122/791582894231494/?type=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/pcb.791583280898122/791582894231494/?type=1
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Not about Kameshwaram  

October 12 

Who’s behind all this?  

 

You know some people do a lot of work and don’t make a lot of noise about it. Well, Rushva is 

one of those types. He’s a student in the Masters Programme in Marketing in Brunel University. 

A lot of what’s being done in FIN since the beginning of the year owes much to his quiet and 

dedicated work. Thanks a ton Rushva! Here he is - being interviewed just after his last exam in 

May – and yes – we’ve left in the noise so that you can hear the sounds of a London café.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tBKS_K1Mycc 

October 15 

Today is Global Hand Washing Day 

 

It is not an exaggeration that handwashing can save lives! This simple act can act as an 

affordable and easy ‘do it yourself’ vaccine which can help prevent infections ranging from a 

https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/pcb.791583280898122/791582900898160/?type=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/pcb.791583280898122/791582900898160/?type=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/pcb.791583280898122/791582900898160/?type=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/pcb.791583280898122/791582900898160/?type=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tBKS_K1Mycc
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/pcb.791583280898122/791582890898161/?type=1
https://www.facebook.com/finindia/photos/pcb.791583280898122/791582900898160/?type=1
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common cold to frightening diseases like Ebola! 

Needless to say this is one important lesson we need to impart to our children. It has been found 

that children living in households exposed to soap and water handwashing promotion had half 

the diarrheal rates compared to children living in control neighborhoods who were not exposed 

to this promotion.  

Good hand washing is the first line of defense against the spread of many illnesses and can be 

more effective than any single vaccine. Hand-washing can also make a significant contribution to 

meeting the Millennium Development Goal 4 of reducing deaths among children under the age 

of five by two-thirds by 2015.  

So wash your hands and spread the word! 

 

Let Crawford the Cat explain the correct way and the benefits of hand washing to you in this 

video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s_yR-oGNMaA 

October21  

Social Scientists for Toilets! 

 

Shyama (founder of FIN) works basically on how technology and innovation can be generated 

and applied to make the world a better place, especially for the poor. No - she is not an engineer 

but an economist. She has been working with two sets of scholars, comprising economists and 

sociologists to bring out two volumes - one on 'Innovation in India' and the other on 

'Nanotechnology for Emerging countries'. And the best part is that the contributors have agreed 

that the royalties will go towards building toilets! Want to know more about the books? Check 

out these prezis....or pdfs.....there's even a chapter on the sanitation story in India.... 

(For those in India - there's a local price at which the books can be obtained from Cambridge 

University Press) 

 

prezi on India http://prezi.com/boc8zo7tpcnp/innovation-in-india-combining-economic-growth-

with-inclusiv/ 

 

prezi on Nanotech http://prezi.com/qfshkemztwb_/nanotechnology-and-development-whats-in-

it-for-emerging-c/ 

 

pdf on India Innovation http://www.shyama-v-ramani.net/Indian_Innovation_book-

promotion.pdf 

 

pdf on Nanotechnology http://www.shyama-v-ramani.net/Nanotech_Book_promotion.pdf 

October 23 

https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Ds_yR-oGNMaA&h=fAQGV-Zjs&s=1
http://prezi.com/boc8zo7tpcnp/innovation-in-india-combining-economic-growth-with-inclusiv/
http://prezi.com/boc8zo7tpcnp/innovation-in-india-combining-economic-growth-with-inclusiv/
http://prezi.com/qfshkemztwb_/nanotechnology-and-development-whats-in-it-for-emerging-c/
http://prezi.com/qfshkemztwb_/nanotechnology-and-development-whats-in-it-for-emerging-c/
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.shyama-v-ramani.net%2FIndian_Innovation_book-promotion.pdf&h=3AQHLpd8j&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.shyama-v-ramani.net%2FIndian_Innovation_book-promotion.pdf&h=3AQHLpd8j&s=1
http://www.shyama-v-ramani.net/Nanotech_Book_promotion.pdf
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Happy Diwali ! 

Diwali also known as Deepavali is commonly called the "festival of lights." The festival 

spiritually signifies the victory of light over darkness, knowledge over ignorance, good over evil, 

and hope over despair. The festivalpreparations and rituals typically extend over a five day 

period, but the main festival night of Diwali coincides with the darkest, new moon night of the 

Hindu Lunisolar month Kartik, which is today.  

All of India celebrates the festival with the lighting of diyas and fireworks and with the exchange 

of mithai or sweets. We wish all our readers a very Happy Diwali and would like to conclude 

with a small vedic prayer from Brhadaranyaka Upanishad celebrating lights:  

 

Asato ma sat gamaya  

Tamaso ma jyotir gamaya  

Mrityu ma amrutam gamaya  

Om shanti shanti shantihi  

 

Translation: 

From untruth lead us to Truth. 

From darkness lead us to Light. 

From death lead us to Immortality. 

Om Peace, Peace, Peace. 

October 29 

Waste Management for all 

 

We have a question for you all. :  

Which is more ecological? The linear model of consumption or the closed loop model of 

consumption? 

Watch this space as we give out the answer tomorrow! 

October 30 

Waste Management for all  

 

We asked you all a question yesterday! Which is a better model of consumption? The linear 

model or the closed loop one?  

The answer is of course, the closed loop model (see image). Under the linear model - 

commodities are consumed and some waste is generated as a result and that's it. The waste just 

stays. It just sits. Whereas, when the consumption loop is closed, waste is treated as a resource 

and again used to make things to consume. And the cycle goes on and on with minimal waste 

production and environmental damage! So the message is - try to MINIMIZE your 'waste 
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imprint' on earth - Try to CLOSE your CONSUMPTION loop by recycling waste as much as 

possible! Watch this space - we'll offer tips on how all of us can do our little bit!  

 

Contributed by Sangeeta Venkatesh, Friend of FIN India 

 

FIN India – November Facebook Posts  

About Kameshwaram 

November 10 

What’s happening in Kameshwaram? 

 

An inspiring story from Shyama's recent visit to Kameshwaram to drive away the Monday 

morning blues.  

 

Like the Ugly Indian - The Handsome Fisherman is rooting for a clean beach!  

 

None of these young fishermen know how to use a computer, no one has a Facebook page and 

they aren't bothered about social media or anonymity. But like the ‘Ugly Indian’ (see our 

previous post on this), a movement that originated in Bangalore and is now spreading rapidly 

across India, the fishermen want change and they want it now and they are raring to clean up 

their beach.  

Some weeks back during the festival time (see post of October 7, 2014) the youth among the 

fishermen community had got together and cleaned up the beach with a single rake from the 

local village council office (The Panchayat) and sticks and their hands. So when I visited them 

recently, I asked them whether they could keep at least a patch of the beach clean on a permanent 

basis and how much payment they expected. And here I was in for a pleasant surprise, when they 

said: “We don’t want salaries madam. This is our home. Please buy us some more rakes; some 

sticks with the pointed ends; gloves; dustbins. And tell us what to do with the waste and we will 

do the rest.” Paramasivan, (2nd from right in the picture) further explained: “Madam, ever since 

you took us to Whitefield (in Bangalore) and Sangeeta madam showed us how the various 

communities had cared for their surroundings and kept them clean – I have been having this 

dream. I want to see our beach clean and I want to do it myself.” And here he giggled, “But I 

can’t do it alone and see finally, others are also having this dream, and now, we can do it 

together.”  

So one visit and one concrete example of success of a people’s effort – can inspire others to do 

the same. These folks really have a long way to go to clean up a long stretch of beach and they 

are just a group of friends and cousins….but this is a great start - a start that needs to be nurtured 

and encouraged. So, I am going to use some of the donations for the rakes and the gloves and the 
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sticks. But I really need someone to do a proper market study of the bins and carts available in 

South India to see what to buy – there is a lot of variety – and a study is required to help these 

young men in the best way.  

Any volunteers for this study? Please write to us. Thanks! 

 

November 19 

World Toilet Day: Two absolutely different worlds but one absolutely same cause! 

 

Last year it became official. What many sanitation activists around the globe were trying to do 

was recognized by the United Nations as a global development priority. 1 billion people have to 

defecate in the open every single day even now. Worldwide 2.5 billion people do not have access 

to an improved sanitation i.e. a functioning and acceptable toilet. We are one such activist group 

and our originality is that we are a group of volunteers mostly students and academics and our 

mission is to make one Indian village clean as any in the world by: (i) creating local capacity and 

(ii) documenting the process truthfully for better understanding and possible replication. And we 

believe attention to details is necessary – even for low cost toilets for the poor – and it’s OK to 

be small and slow because there is much to understand still and things can’t be done fast if good 

toilets are to be built with scarce resources and the target beneficiaries are to be accompanied for 

sustained maintenance and use.  

 

So – to mark the day – in Kameshwaram – the latest set of toilets were inaugurated today by 

proud beneficiaries and their relatives. These have been built by the local team we are 

incubating. This is probably the only village team without a civil engineer, which has learnt to 

document the process. We hope to have enough data to analyze soon and share with all. In the 

United Nations University, another tool being developed by Friend In Need team and volunteers 

– the Sanitation Whiz Quiz – was tested on students. Not only was it enthusiastically taken (yes, 

awareness is good but can be improved still!) – there were a number of excellent suggestions 

made! Here’s to a clean poo-free world –  

 

Happy Toilet Day to all our readers! 

  

 

Not about Kameshwarm 
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November 7 

The Ugly Indian for a clean India! 

 

They are a movement. Their motto is: Stop Talking and Start Doing.  

 

Their guidelines are: 

1. No lectures, no moralising, no activism, no self-righteous anger. 

2. No confrontation, no arguments, no debates, no pamphlets, no advocacy. 

3. Don’t step on anyone’s toes, don’t take sides in any ideological debates., 

4. Support existing systems and improve their effectiveness for the greater 

good. 

5. Basically, get real. Treat everyone with sincerity, respect and dignity first, 

and the greater good will be an outcome. 

 

Still they are giving lectures (which is a good thing!) and they are active in transforming 

commonly shared repugnance into action, thereby triggering positive change. They are showing 

by example that 'apathy' need not be the only option for the urban Indian or anyone else. We can 

be the change that we want to see - How? See this 

Tedxtalk http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tf1VA5jqmRo 

November 15  

Friends of FIN – Who’s behind this all?  

 

Recently we crossed a 1000 likes! I don’t know who you all are but I wish you all well and I 

thank you for supporting our cause for a cleaner and more humane world. Indeed, it seems like 

yesterday that I was vehemently opposing having a Facebook page, simply because such non-

anonymity was outside my comfort zone. I have come a very long way since then. I now realize 

its usefulness as a means for sharing ideas and triggering change.  

As you read our posts, I hope you get a better understanding of the near infinite dimensions of 

development. Kameshwaram, our focus village and India, the country in which it is located, are 

being taken as the subjects through which we aim to stimulate thoughts on development. For me, 

Rushva and Sangeeta – who help me with the content, it has made us think about which ideas 

ought to be shared. It has made us more alert for knowledge and practices that can be replicated. 

But who got me into this? Who convinced me to get out of my comfort zone? Well, she’s been 

posted on this page here – before – and now you can hear her as well!  

Thanks again Joanna!  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88nErpN7zew 

November 26 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tf1VA5jqmRo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88nErpN7zew
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Friend of FIN – Howard Hudson – and that’s our toilets you’re talking about Melinda! And they 

are low cost! And it can be small enterprises for rural areas! 

 

Howard Hudson is the editor and communications coordinator at the United Nations University 

(http://howardhudson.squarespace.com/) . He is also a great friend and mascot of Friend In Need 

at the United Nations University – helping out in many ways big and small to spread the 

message. Recently, Howard was invited to participate in the Chatham House Prize ceremony for 

2014, the winner was Melinda Gates this year. Before leaving for London – Howard sent me an 

email asking: “Hi Shyama, Hope things worked out yesterday (i.e. on World Toilet Day – 

previous post)... Just on my way to London and Chatham House now. What could I say to her 

about our approach? What would be our unique added value?”  

 

Want to know what I wrote back to him? Hear it from Howard – he got to Melinda first – so 

you’ll hear our question in the first few minutes and her answer to it……..enjoy. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7PbUDYZxZc&feature=youtu.be&t=30m30s 

 

FIN India – November Facebook Posts  

About Kameshwaram 

December 16  

So what's the plan for December 26th ? 

 

The discussion was by phone with the fishermen from our village office. Kameshwaram was 

saved by a long line of coconut trees lining the beach. The next village on the coast - now called 

the village of wailing sorrow lost all its children leading many mothers to take their lives in the 

days that followed by drowning themselves in the ocean ten years back. Kameshwaram was 

spared from worse damage and deaths by the barrage of coconut trees. So the fishermen planted 

36 coconut tree saplings in memory of those whom the ocean had swept away. Out of the 36 

saplings planted - 8 never survived - their young branches were eaten by the goats! Eventually, 

people went back to their lives and the land around the memorial site continued its primary 

function of serving as public garbage dump. 

 

It is time for change. We have jointly decided to work towards 3 targets in increasing order of 

difficulty and complexity. First, planting of 8 more coconut tree saplings protected by a natural 

fencing so that the goats don't make a good meal out of them! Second, a good clean-up of the 

area around the memorial, so that it can be made into a nice garden. Third, and the most difficult 

challenge, install a set of waste collection tins or baskets and conduct the memorial ceremony 

with snacks on December 26 at the memorial site, and ensure that the waste is put into the waste 

http://howardhudson.squarespace.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7PbUDYZxZc&feature=youtu.be&t=30m30s
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bins and NOT ON the memorial site. This third target will be the most challenging for our staff 

and volunteers. They tell me that never has a public function been held anywhere without people 

littering the public space. This time – we will explain the new cool ecological style to all – and 

hope it clicks with the crowd. Donations from well wishers were used to buy tools for the 

volunteers. The work has started around the memorial created by the fishermen. We may or may 

not achieve this - but we count on your good wishes to make all this happen. 

 

December 21  

Preparing for 26th December ...And it's rain, rain and more rain...... 

 

It's been raining since almost a month - work is down - our masons have not managed to build 

many toilets because of the rains. Schools have been closed on the days of torrential downpours. 

So when the sun comes out, our fishermen have been out on the memorial site. They are a proud 

people and they have thanked us for initiating this idea and refused further support. They held a 

meeting, collected funds and rented out a bulldozer. The bulldozer came and sort of sank into the 

wet mud. The bulldozer driver has promised to come back when the ground is drier. Like most 

coastal regions Kameshwaram is a 'high water table' zone - i.e. you dig a bit and there's water.  

 

So what? Well, in the other picture, you can see the volunteers setting up nets to mark the 

boundary of the site where the function will be held. At the far corner - are the pit latrine toilets 

that were built in the aftermath of the tsunami in 2005. They are abandoned. In fact, within the 

week of construction by an international agency, they were filled, clogged and unusable.  

That's why we are into ecological toilets that are more suited for high water table areas. And Yes, 

we'll have to fix those abandoned toilets too....so much to do.....anyway, who are going to be our 

guests of honour on the 26th ? That story ...next time! 
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December 26 

Celebrating the love, lessons and grace given by those departed on the 26th of December, 2004 

 

Excerpt from my email in 2005 to family and friends… 

 

“This is their commemoration memorial to the tsunami victims. There is a flag with their symbol 

and a flag with an Islamic crescent flying together. Apparently the victims were lodged in a 

school in Thirupundi – the next village inland with a large Muslim community – which rallied to 

feed the 200+ fishermen families for 15 days. ……and the wonderful grace is that when the 

fishermen returned home and got their first boats, their first nets and their first catch of fish after 

the tsunami……they first served every man, woman and child of the Muslim community which 

had helped them, before offering prayers to the Gods and partaking of the feast. ……..Such 

harmony can serve as an inspiration to many parts of this troubled world.”  

 

So now you know who the guests of honour are in the remembrance ceremony today! 

 

And this is my message which Mr.Paranjothi beautifully communicated adding Tamil sayings to 

drive home the points even better: 

“My dear sisters and brothers and children, I came to this village 10 years back to help you and I 

feel that it is you who have helped me much more. I have learnt so much from you all and your 

lives are such an inspiration to all of us. Today, you have started from the Christian school of 

Saint Sebastian in Kameshwaram, are standing together as Hindus and paying a tribute to the 

Muslims who took care of you after the tsunami. Why can’t the whole world be as good as you? 

Please never change. Your harmonious living is what the world needs to emulate. 

 

Your lives have changed a lot over the last decade. I hope we have contributed positively to 

being part of the change – facilitating the construction of 500 toilets, of which the last 50 have 

been during the last 2 years. There is less garbage in public spaces through our waste collection 

program, which we hope more people will join. We will continue in our mission to make 
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Kameshwaram as clean as any in the world with your participation and help. We wish you all the 

very best.” 
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Not about Kameshwaram  

December 2 

Calling for volunteers to translate English into French – We need you badly….. 

 

Dear All, 

Friend In Need started in Grenoble, France, as Association Un Ami; and this remains the mother 

institution. At that time, I was in the French researchsystem and interacting regularly with French 

students, who were the pioneers of everything we are doing today. These 'pioneers' of Friend In 

Need actually lived in the village and were my eyes and ears, while I lived in France. Together, 

we hatched the first projects. They also translated my writing in English into French. We learnt a 

lot together and I could communicate with the French families, which were following us. Then I 

moved out into an international educational institution, where English is the language of work. 

Over time, all communications in French petered down, because I don’t know how to write in 

French. While I can read and speak French fluently, English is the only language in which I can 

write. And we really want to nourish our French roots, but I have exhausted the kindness of 

friends and family who can write French. So, I would like call upon French and English knowing 

student groups, teachers, translators for help. We need someone, who can translate about 1 page 

every month from English into French to keep the dialogue going in French also……Thank you! 

 

December 10 

It will soon be the 10th anniversary of the Asian Tsunami. The countdown has begun... 

 

(Short Term Fix or Long Term Development??) 

Previously we featured Antonin Benyacar and Annabelle Didier, our first two volunteers (in 

2006) who spent a year in the village. Here is an extract from Antonin's letter on the 

Remembrance Day, two years after the tragedy.......  

 

December 26, 2004: A Tsunami beat the coasts of Asia. It claimed 36 lives in the little Tamil 

village of Kameshwaram - 36 dead in a community of 210 families. Needless to say, every one 

lost a brother, a father, a wife, a sister, a child, a relative, a neighbour or a friend.  
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Across the world, millions of people made donations to help those whose lives had suddenly 

come undone by the very elements of nature. Money, which could never bring back loved ones, 

permitted in some measure, normal life to reclaim itself more quickly. On the ground, most of 

the international and national organisations tried to respond to the urgent needs that emerged in 

the humanitarian crisis. Many launched their projects more or less in isolation; the NGOs were 

called upon to act and given contracts and the jobs were done. Unfortunately good motivations 

do not provide sufficient insurance against making mistakes.  

 

The postulate of waste is hard to accept and yet its evidence speaks for itself. Very simply 

because emergency aid is targeted to satisfy immediate and essential needs for food, clothing and 

shelter……but development is something that cannot be conceived and planned in a hurry or 

according to the vision of an outsider. 

 

Antonin BENYACAR 

December 26, 2006 

 

To illustrate Antonin’s premise – displayed are photos of the memorial site built with 

international funds by an NGO in Kameshwaram and playground installations for the children of 

fishermen in the memorial compound that were never used (the kids prefer to run on the beach). 

After a few months, the fishermen built another memorial for themselves nearby….So what’s 

going to happen now? Can we do something with a joint vision, instead of a vision of an outsider 

to commemorate loved ones a decade after? And how can we do it?….Well, check this page in a 

few days and find out! 

 

 

 


